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Whywerethereno riots of the scribes?
than by any earlier generation, and - more important still - without the
tiring effort of writing. In fact, many scribes had complained about their
fatiguing work. In the incipit or explicit of several manuscriptsthe following
phrase is repeated: < Three fingers write but the whole body works >. This
exclamation was used already in a manuscript of the eighth century
(Monumenta Germaniae Historica, Leges III,589). I quote some more from
the lament of the unknown scribe :
O quam gravis est scriptura: oculos grayat, renesfrangit, simul et omnia
membracontristat.Tria digita scribunt,totus corpus laborat. Quia sicut nauta
desideratveniread propriumportum, ita et scriptor ad ultimuntversum.Orate
pro martirio indignum sacerdotemvel scriptorem sed habentemDeum protectorem.
< Would you have been all that pleasedabout [the invention of printing],
if you'd happenedto be a scribe then ? > When Ibsen urote this question in
1877, it was obviously meant rhetorically. However, asked whether they
approved of the new craft, most scribes in the era of Gutenberg would have
replied with a definite < Yes >.

-"")r*?3f#i"tr.
This presentation is a summary of partbf my study Von der Handschrift zum gedruckten
Buch. Schriftlichkeit und Leseinteresseim Mittelalter und in derfruhen Neuzeit. Quantitative
und qualitative Aspekte that will be printed in the series: Buchwissenschaftliche Beitrcige aus
dem Deutschen Bucharchiv Milnchen,2 vol., Wiesbaden 1997. A short paper has already been
published to introduce the fundamentalquestion: < Wann begann das 'Buchzeitalter'? >; rn:
ZhistFschg 20 (1993),205-216. Methodical problems are discussed and further literature is
given in : < Moglichkeiten und Grenzeneiner quantitativen Bestimmung der Buchproduktion
im Spahittelalter >, in : Gazette du livre mddidval 28 (1996),23-32.
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COMFORT OF READING. COMFORT OF WRITING
SOMEREFLECTIONS
ONLINEMANAGEMENT

ln the concluding overview, specially written for the much awaited
compilation of papers by Ezio Omato and his colleagues,Laface cachde du
livre mddidval, E. O. referred again to the segmentationof the copied text,
using this time a most adequateterm (following a similar employment in
Italian by Marilena Maniaci in her dissertation) : gestion de la ligne (pp.
662 and 668), and once again presentedthe conflicting interests in managing
justified written space.E. O.'s contributionsand nomenclatureinspiredus to
review our analysis and classificationof line managementin some 3600
recorded dated or named manuscripts written in Hebrew script produced
both in the West and the East. While re-examining the Hebrew practices we
noticed that they seemednot to comply with E. O.'s eleganttheory of bilan
lnergAtique (La face cachde, pp. 122-124} which, if valid for manuscripts
written in Latin characters,may not be universal. Further analysis of the data
accumulated in Sfardata, the codicological databaseof the Hebrew Palaeography Project, as well as thorough study of individual manuscripts, will
clari$ how well-foundedthe following observationsare.
Line managementin Hebrew manuscriptsis a more complicatedprocess
than that required in Latin script or Greek manuscripts,since it involves a
much more complex choice-making or instinctive reaction than the mere
bisecting or abbreviating of words, so common in Latin and Greek scripts.
As a matter of fact, word division, ergometrically the simplest and economically the cheapestjustification mean, was employed only in a very small
portion of the dated manuscripts, and significantly only in two areas.
Abbreviating final words was also not widely employed.
Hebrew professional scribes, as well as learned copyists who copied
texts for their own use, strove usually to produce even lines, and in order to
accomplish, even if not rigorously, this time-consuming goal they inherited,
developed and practised a large variety ofmeans and devices. Therefore, an
analysis of the complex line managementin Hebrew manuscripts may shed
more light on this dynamic aspect of book production. These scribal layout
devices are aimed to fill up empty space at the end of the line, prevent
exceeding the margin and place protruding letters or words in ways which
would not blur the margin boundary line. However, for the purpose of
studying text legibility, comfort of reading and scribes' input in terms of
time, attention, effort and materials, solutions meant for justifying left
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margins practised by Hebrew scribes could best be grouped in the following
two categories:
- solutions that do not interfere with the integrity of the last word
;
- solutions that do not refrain from dismembering the last word in
variousways.
The letters used as numbering thereafter are used also to designate the
related examplesin the illustrations.

-A

Devices of the first group (final words left intact).

-q

A. Inserting graphic fillers designed in various shapes(partly in forms
of letters, complete or stunted [A']), usually conforming to regional types. A
widespreadpractice in the East and the West, employed in 69%oof the dated
codices.

-A

B. To the graphic filler device should be related the practice of /illing up
the line by the first letter of the first word of the next line. lndeed such a
practice is apparently part of the most common practice of anticipating next
words (see in the second group in detail), but we believe that the confinement of this sub-practiceto single letters alone makes it similar to a graphic
filler (particularly when these single letters are not marked), as both scribe
and reader would have b'eenaware of the graphic < filling > function of any
meaninglesssolitary letter in the Hebrew (or Arabic transcribed in Hebrew
characters),and could hardly conceive it as dismembered part of a word.
The single anticipating letters are found in 1l7o of the copies.
C. Dilated or constricted last (or penultimate) letters. The commonest of
all practices, to be found almost in all medieval manuscripts. The fact that
only 0.75Yo of the dated manuscripts were found to avoid this practice
demonstratesthat the device is inherent in the sheer usage of the Hebrew
script. The stretching of the last or penultimate letter was performed in two
ways - either the letter as a whole was extended (sometimes even magnified), in one stage, or a < tail > was attached to one of its strokes following
the completion of its normal tracing, thus making it reach the left marginline.
D. Minimising the size of last letters, particularly when they exceed the
margin, or switching to a current-type script so as to reduce the size of last
letters and make them fit into the line. These devices can be classified together with the previous practice.
E. Spacing the last letter of the last word, or leaving extra space before
the last word, or the graphic filler, or the anticipated next word.
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F. Filling the space lefi at the end of the line with the following word
written slantwise (mostly downwards), thus enabling it to fit somehow the
margin. The practice was common only in the Near East, where it is witnessed in 57Yoof the manuscripts (77Yo in the fi fteenth century; 65Yo in Yemen,
9lo/o in the fourteenth century), and in Byzantium, where it is found in 3lYo
ofthe datedcodices.
These solutions of non-interference with the integrity of the last word
demand from the scribe a certain amount of foresight, watchfulness and
alertness, even a quick or instinctive calculation or assessmentwhile approaching the left margin. Before reaching the vertical boundary line the
scribewill have to estimatethe spaceleft comparedto the length of the next
word and make an ad hoc decision whether to continuethe fluent, regular,
copying and fill up the assumedspaceleft with one of the filling-up devices
(such as inserting graphic fillers or a single letter taken from the beginning
of the following word), or leave a blank spacebefore transcribingthe word,
or spaceits last letter, or extend it, or compressit, or rather decide to protrude into the margin while writing exceeding letters in a small script, or
avoid exceeding by writing the word diagonally. These solutions undoubtedly provide comfort of reading, hardly hinder the fluency of reading by
confusion and misreading, while achieving an aestheticpresentation of the
written space.On the other hand, they seemto increasethe input of scribes
and copyists in time, energy, concentrationand even calculation, and are
surely time consumingand costly. Applying the approachof the bilan dnergdtique to these non-dismemberingjustification practices reinforces the
obvious linkage between the copyist's greater input in line managementand
the better legibility of the text, while clearly demonstrating the preference
for the fluency of reading over the fluency of copying, resulting in higher
costs of production. It seemsthat the contradicting financial interests and the
interests of legibility are not balanced. However, we should review the
practicesof the secondtype of line management,and particularly the proportions of both fypes employed by the same scribes before passing any
judgementon the energeticbalancein Hebrew bookwriting.
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Devices of the second group (solutions that involve dismembering or
bisectingthe last word).
G. Anticipating the next word - filling up the space left at the end of
the line by writing as many lettersof the last word as the boundary margin
allows and then re-writing the conrplete word at the beginning of the
following line. Sometimes,particularlyin Franceand Germany,a scribe
would even write all the letters of a long word but the last one, and then
rewrite the entire word at the beginningof the next line. In about half of the
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copies produced everywhere there is a tendency to write certain last letters
of the anticipating word-portion in a stunted shape, omitting one or two
strokes.This time- and space-consumingcustom was practised in all geocultural areas since the earliest extant Hebrew codices and can be found in
630/oof the dated manuscripts. Naturally the distribution of the practice is
not chronologically or geographically even. In France and Germany, for
instance it is employed in 86% (91% in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries) of the codices, while in the Middle East (excluding Yemen) only in
37% (41% in the fifteenth century).
Formally this most common device can be indeedclassifiedwith the first
group, since the word-dismembering is artificial and the integrity of the
word is restored in the next line; but from the viewpoint of reading easeit is
obvious that such a device may hinder the fluency of reading and confuse
the reader, who may interpret the dismembered part as a word by itself, in
spite of the frequent marking of the last letter by a dot, usually identical in
shape to the abbreviation (shortening) mark. Consequently, this marking,
meant to indicate cancellation, or alert the reader from being misled by the
layout trick, could have easily been mistaken for an abbreviation. Indeed,
the custom to amputate the last letter can be understood as indication that
the anticipating letters qhould not be confused with a word, though certain
amputatedfinal letters are employed in shortening of words.
'included
For the opposite reason we
in the first category of practices the
similar reduced practice of filling up with only the first letter of the
anticipated word, since it is obvious that the reader would not be confused
by a single letter (Hebrew has no independentsingle-letterlexemes) and
would regard it naturally as a graphic filler. If we are justified in this differentiation, the small percentage of the employment of a single-letter filler
should be subtracted from the above-mentioned statistics. Within the oneletter practice one is entitled to differentiate between those scribes who
marked the single-letter fillers by a dot (1Yoof all copies) and those who did
not mark them at afi @%). It seemsthat only unmarked single-letter fillers
should be classifiedas non-dismemberinggraphicfillers, as the marked ones
could have beenperceivedas one-letterabbreviation(or a Hebrew numeral).
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H. Placing exceeding letters above the end of the part of the wordsegmentwritten within thejustification. The custom is noticed in 33% of the
dated copies (15% in the thirteenth century, 40%oin the fifteenth century;
58% in lberia, Provence and the Maghreb, 68oh in the fourteenth century;
but, only 2%oin Germany and France and 4o/oin Yemen). There was a natural tendencyto write the upper lettersof these < double-decker> words in a
smaller size. In more than a quarter of the manuscriptsthe practice is
confined to the last letter which is writtcn on top of the penultimateletter.
Fig.6
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Despite the fact that the two parts of the word are not really separated,the
word is not written in a linear mannerand is visually bisected.
l. Ll/riting exceeding letters vertically, xually upward, along the margin
line. The device was not widely practised. It is found only in 9Yo of the
corpus(14% in the Franco-Germanareas).
J. Writing exceeding letters at a distance in the margin A considerable
space is left between the two parts of the bisected word. Readers can very
likely miss the marginal completion of the word, particularly when the
device is applied in one-columncopies or in the margins of the secondor
the third column in multi-columns layout. This line managementstratagem
is employed in l5Y' of the dated copies in general,38o/oin Ashkenaz(17"/o
in the thirteenth centurv. 50Yoin the fifteenth century) but less than 2Yo in
the Orient.
K. < Lexitomy.>- the commonestpracticeof Latin and Greek scriptsof
dividing words between the end of the line and the head of the following
line is present only in 9Yoof all the dated manuscripts,and significantly only
in two territories: Italy, where about half of the extant dated copies were
produced, and Yemen. In Italy it can be observed in 10oh of the copies,
while in Yemen word-division was practised in 36oh of the codices.
However, in about half of thosemanuscriptsproducedin Italy only proclitic
morphemes,such as the definite article or various prepositions(up to three
letters, but mostly just one) attached to the Hebrew word, were cut off and
conspicuouslymarked by infralinear vowel signs.This strictly grammatical
bisection,coupled by the distinct marking, allows us to doubt whether such
a variant should be classified within the dismemberingsolutions or rather
with those that preserveword integrity. Grammatical bisection is noticed
also in Yemen, but mostly in texts written in Arabic (in Hebrew script), in
which only the definite article al- is likely to be separatedfrom the rest of
the word. The elimination of the this variant reducesthe practice of word
division among Hebrew manuscriptsto 5o/o.In grammaticallyunconditioned
word bisection in Italy and elsewherethe first separatedpart or both dismemberedparts were usually marked by a hyphen sign in the margins. In all
thesemanuscriptsthe practiceis employedin a very limited number of lines,
and in part of the pages(or columns)only.
L. Abbreviatingfinal words is also not widely employed.Abbreviations
in Hebrew manuscripts are always confined to a mere shortening, usually
cutting off the ltnal letter, or the two last letters, mostly the plural or female
morphemes,but never contractingwords. Moreover, the same abbreviated
words may occur within the line. Though in l5o/oof the dated manuscripts
shortenedwords were documented,we believe that in many copies such
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;rlrlrlcviutionswere not employedmore frequentlyat the end of the lines than
rritlrirr thc lines. The very fact that no elaborateabbreviationsystemwas
r'rr'r tlcvcloped in Hebrew books obviously reflects the preferencefor
Ir ' r 'l iri I i t y
At llrst slance, line managementof the secondcategoryrequiresfrom
tlrr'scr.ibcirnclcopyistsless input and attentiveness
and enableshim to int rt'rrsr'lris copying speed.consequently,obeyingthe negativecorreiation
lrt'lrvt'r'.sPccclo1-copyingand legibility,the readeris bound to investmore
Irnrt'rrrrrlrrttcntionin his activity,sincethe dismemberingstratagems
of the
rt libc intcr'lcrcwith the fluencyof reading,breakingits paceand sometimes
t'vt'rrobsl|trctirrgthe understanding
of the text with variousobstacles.The
t onrtoll ol copyingresultsin mostcasesin the discomfortof readingendsof
Irrrcs.lrrrl rrlso in cheapercostsof production.However,a detailedobserv.rtl()n(luln()tigrrorcseveralcontradictingfacts:the most commondeviceof
,urrlr'rl)irt('(l
lr.'nclscloesnot require foresight,nor does it impede copying
lltrcrrcr',lrrrl irrcleirscs
the copyingload and the writing space;the unnatural
Iwo ll..r rlt'r'ice,tlrc distantconclusionsin the margin and surely the less
tlt'vice.l'vcltical writing must have hinderedto some degreeboth
It'crlrrcrrt
rrrrtl rcadirrg. lt seems that apart fiom applying lexitomy and
errgryirrpi
rhrlrlorirrg,lrrtlr Practicesemployedonly in small portionsof our witnesses,
cvcn the scribes did not gain considerablyfrom using dismembering
dcviccs I hcy ccrtairrlyinvestedlessattentionand alertness,
but the regularrly ol copr,irrg,
lrndthercforeits fluency,was probablyrestrained.
llclirlc lttcnlpting to analyseand understandthesedatawe shouldcheck
wlrctlrcr tlrc trvo categoriesof stratagemsare applied together in the same
cogryirntl rvlrrrtis lhe extentof manuscriptsusing only one kind of devices.
witlrorrt strpplyingcomplex statistics,which involve sophisticated
retrieval
llr()cc(lul'cs,wc can state confidently that many scribesmix devices of the
lw. cltcg()r'ics.Most scribesmanipulateand blend severaldevices,someturcs ul) r. six ! As for combinations,alternativesand exclusive employrrrcrrlol olre categoryalone, at this stagewe can provide statisticsregarding
tlr,sc rrrirrruscripts
which refrain from using any dismemberingmeans, in
otlrt'r'rvorrls,those which clearly favoured comfoft of reading over comfort
'l'he
ol c.pying.
percentagesexclude the anticipation practice, which we
rcgirltlcd as an arlificial dismembering,but include anticipation of single
lcltcrs.Irrgoneral,suchcleardeclarationofpreferenceand demonstration
of
irrtcrcst is fbund in 42Yoof all the dated codices;44o/oin the sefardic zone;
l (,",, i n tlte Ashkenazic zone; 3TYoin ltaly ; 52%oin the Byzantine zone; 650/o
( /,1",, rrr thc twelfth century) in the Near East;48yo in yemen. The remainfirl'. l)cl.ccl)tages
do not necessarilyrepresentexclusiveemployment of the
rlrrrrt'rrrbcringpracticesof the second category.Many scribes, as was
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Graph. l-2 : Line-management devices of the first group (last words left intact)
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t'rrrplrrsisccl
above, applied devicesof both categories,and almost all of
tlrcrrr rrscclthc dilatation/compressionand, to a lesser degree,the various
\lrir( rnll nlcansas well as graphic fillers, all of which imply a certain amount
ol loretlroughtand reducedspeedof writing. Thus, thesefigures are striking
rrrtlt'ctl l lrey suggestthat the fluency of reading was clearly preferredover
protlrrctiorrinput in almost half the Hebrew surviving dated codices,while
rrroslol tlrc lcst exhibit mixture of scribes' and readers' interests.The case
ol tlrc linrnco-(ierman manuscriptsneeds further inquiry. No doubt the
rrrr:;sivcrrsuscol-the anticipating letters reduced considerablythe percenttlrcrc Il rve cxclude this artificially dismemberingdevice, as its classirr1,,,c
lir.;rlrorrrvithirrthc secondcategorymay be debatabledespiteits apparent
the manuscripts
lirr the reader,andremoveit from our statistics,
rrlrrtrtrctiorr
betweenword letters will comprisean overwhelming
tlrirt irvoitl seprrnrtior.r
rrrir;rrr
ity ol l?,"/oin general(53% in Ashkenaz).
lhc crrcrgcticirnbalancein Hebrew line managementwhich seemsto be
try lcgibility ratherthan economicalconsiderationand was shared
dorrrrrrirtctl
by proltssionrrl scribcs and owners-copyistsalike, is reinforced by the
non of applying variform line-endings.Contrary to his
ronrnrknhlcphcnorrre
l"ltin turrl (ircck courrtcrparl,the Hebrew scribe not only employed a stunbut tendedto constantlychange,combine
nlng rrrrrltiplicrlyol' stratagems,
rtd nrrx tlrerrr.Srrcha diversified managementrequired more attention and
lnvcnlivcrrcss.clccreasedthe regularity of copying, surely slowed down its
pece urrd dcrnlrrdcd a greaterinput in book production.On the other hand,
lhc rcirdcl ser:rnsagain to proht from the changing manifold line-ending
rtluti.rtrs,irs llrc repetitionof the same (or a limited choice of) devicedctruurtlirrgir lcsserinput on the part of the scribe- may have damagedthe
of the lines.
rclding corrrlirrtby the monotonousappearance
It slrotrldbc stressedthat all our figures relate to the amount of manuserrptsslrowing this or that practice. So far we have not carried out any
liurvcy on thc licquency of eachdevice within a codex, or the ratio of justitictl lincs and the total number of written lines. Such surveyswill no doubt
cil.\t rnorc light on the dynamics of bookwriting. Likewise, we should also
clrcck systcnraticallyif modes of script, levels of quality, extent of use and
tcxturrlgcrlrosofthe texts copied influencedthe choice ofpractices and their
drstribrrlion.As was indicated, we did not notice any difference in line
between copies produced by hired scribesand user-produced
rrrurrrtrlcnrcnt
Ixroks r.vhichamount to half the dated manuscripts.Examination of the
rlcvrct's applied in Biblical manuscripts, for example, shows no great
tlrllcrL'rrccfiom the generaltendency.These usually de-luxe copies exhibit
lirrlit'r or sirnilar extent of employmentof the devicesof the graphic fillers,
irntrcrl)lting letters and exceeding letters spaced in the margin, while
.,lrorvirrsa lesser use of the < double-decker> practice, an even greater
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decline in shortening, a very limited use of slanting final words, and a complete avoidance of lexitomy. The restraint in interfering with the integrity of
the last word in the sacredtext as against the proliferation of the anticipating
device is illuminating. It may convey that anticipating letters were not
considered an obstruction to reading, and what is more important, to the
faultless transmission of the Scriptures, and that this practice should indeed
be included with the first, non-dismemberingcategory.
Notwithstanding our findings on the clear supremacy of the interest of
reading in the managementof Hebrew book production, we cannot escape
from looking for another, non-functional, non-economical consideration or
impulse which guided or inspired Hebrew scribes and readersin their obsessive use of multiple justification practices. It seems that their prime
stimulus was neither financial restrain, nor comfort of reading, but rather
aesthetic- the pursuit of even lines by all means,the buds of which can be
traced already in the Dead Sea Scrolls, more than two thousandsyears ago,
where some of our devices were hesitatingly used. This aesthetic drive was
perhaps promoted by some of the strict religious regulations of writing the
ritual Pentateuch scroll, forged in late antiquity in Palestine and Babylon
and retained to this day. This artistic concept of book (or roll) design was
very,early cultivated lnto a diversity of prevalent devices and fashions.
Many of them were shared by different areas,some of them were developed
only in certain territories, wFile most shapes of the graphic fillers were
conform to regional types. All scribes had at their disposal a stock of
traditional devices practised in their area and time from which they would
draw their individual choice. Multi-hand manuscripts reveal that usually
there are some differences in the combinations of practices among scribes
who work together, and conspicuously in the form of the filler, so much so
that thesepersonal variances serve as a most convenient tool for distinguishing between different hands which share the copying and a similar script.
Within the stereotypedregularity and conventions of book production, lineending stratagems provided the Hebrew scribe the chance to express his
individuality and creativity. It seemsthat by the end of the twelfth century,
or even earlier in some areas,scribes were not so much concerned with the
functional purpose of the devices as with their instrumentality for demonstrating their craftsmanship, inventiveness and virtuosity. French and German
scribes who would frequently apply at the end of one line the combined
devices of spacing, filling up with letters of the anticipatedword, amputating
the last one of them and inserting a graphic filler at the end surely could
have replaced the four different devices by one practice alone, if their main
concern had been to justif the margin as quickly as possible and not to
exhibit their scribal mastery. Similarly, the continuous switches from one
single practice to another can also be explained by the scribes' urge to dis-
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play their penmanshipskill. In Yemen the slanting of final words lost its
original flunctionwhen the practice was employed in the majority of the page
lincs, turning into a sheerconventionaldecorativemean.
'l'hus,
dialectically, scribesthemselves,trapped in a powerful tradition,
csg,cr to rnanifest the diversity and the proficiency of their performance,
impaircd their copying pace and increasedscribal input, but also damaged
the easeof reading. In general, considerationsof fluency of both writing and
reading, and economic and ergometric interests of both production and contumption seem to be suppressedin Hebrew manuscript books by aesthetic
lnstinct and tradition, inherited multiple fashions and scribal virtuosity.
Hobrew manuscripts, in short, call for a modified theory, or premises, of
t oncrgcticbalance>.
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